
 



          Alice’s Nightmare In  

       The Shire of Muddywater    
 
 

                    
 
 

     “The Rabbit wearing the Mayoral Chains darted down 

        into the burrow and Alice decided to follow.  

      Alice was amazed…….” 



 

Previously “The Rabbit wearing the Mayoral Chains darted 
down into the burrow and Alice decided to follow. Alice was 
amazed…….” 
 

Chapter One- The Beginning of the Nightmare in The Shire of 

Muddywater. 

 

Alice was amazed at the burrow being larger on the inside than on the 

outside with the tree roots holding up the sky. 

 

 “This is just like in Dr. Who” said Alice. 

 

“Who” says the Mayor, “She’s used the word who” 

 

“Off with her head, Off with her head”. 

 

The hundreds of snoring Staff Rabbits (294) all wake up and 

dutifully repeat “Off with her head, Off with her head”. 

 

“Sorry” said Alice “what did I do wrong?” 

 

“You used a “W”“W”“W”“W” word in a question” said the Mayor. 

 

“What’s wrong with “W” “W” “W” “W” words?” said Alice. 

 

“No question starting with “W”“W”“W”“W” is allowed”. 



 

“No WWWWho’s, WWWWhat’s, WWWWhere’s or WWWWhy’s” said the Mayor. 

 

“Sorry” said Alice “A“A“A“Aren’t you making it hard for the ratepayers to 

ask questions?” said Alice. 

 

“She’s used an “A” “A” “A” “A” word in a question” said the Mayor “Off with 

her head, Off with her head”. 

 

The snoring Staff Rabbits all wake up and repeat “Off with her head, 

Off with her head”. 

 

“BBBBut how can we ask any questions?” asked Alice. 

 

“She has used a “B” word in a question “said the Mayor”  

“Off with her head, Off with her head”. 

 

“Off with her head, Off with her head” call the now awake Staff 

Rabbits. 

 

“CCCCan’t you see it you are making it difficult for ratepayers to find out 

what is going on?” said Alice. 

 

“Off with her head, Off with her head” said the Mayor. 

 

“WWWWhat have I done wrong now?” said Alice. 



“You have used a “C”“C”“C”“C” word in a question, and a “W”“W”“W”“W”, said the 

Mayor. 

 

“DDDDoes that mean all the letters in the alphabet are banned?” said 

Alice. 

 

“D“D“D“D word”, says the Mayor “Off with her head, Off with her head”. 

 

“I think she understands now”, said the Mayor. 

 

Meanwhile the General Mangler Rabbit has hopped out of the Mayors 

handbag and the One Amigo Rabbit has hopped out of the General 

Mangler Rabbit’s manbag. 

 

The One Amigo is big and is the General Mangler’s Standover Man.  

 

“Off with her head?” asks the One Amigo. 

 

“Off with her head” says the Mayor. 

 

The General Mangler and his hundreds of now exited Staff repeat 

“Off with her head, Off with her head”. 

 

“Take her away” says the Mayor. 

 

                          To be continued.  


